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Introduction
Too many people in positions of responsibility for our transport system are failing to
comprehend the urgency that climate scientists are trying to communicate. Friends of the
Earth therefore commissioned nine in depth papers (available here) to outline the practical
immediate actions that must form the core of our transport strategy. This paper builds on
that work to provide a resource to support your local action.
This paper is written by Transport for Quality of Life and endorsed by Friends of the Earth. It
lays out a complete package for transport policy that is entirely feasible, based on existing
world best practice, yet also on a scale and depth that matches up to the severity and
urgency of the Climate Emergency. We hope this will empower all those who care about the
Climate Emergency and are in a position to take action in their locality – whether as Friends
of the Earth activists, local councillors, or local government officers.
We argue that we must think afresh about transport policies for the Climate Emergency.
Technological changes are necessary but not enough to achieve the large, rapid reduction in
carbon emissions we need. Climate scientists are warning that we also have to make
substantial changes to our travel behaviour, driving less and flying less. Because we have left
it so late, steady incremental changes in our travel patterns will not be enough.
The coronavirus (Covid-19) crisis has shown that deep, rapid, wide-scale changes to travel
behaviour are possible. Indeed, Covid-19 means it is vital for economic recovery that we
create better alternatives to car travel in order to stop our towns and cities grinding to a
halt as work journeys pick up again. We have a unique opportunity to ‘build back better’ to
address both the Covid-19 crisis and the Climate Emergency.
st
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Recommendations at a glance: 1. Logic map of policy decisions
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Recommendations at a glance: 2. Actions for local authorities
Actions for Local Authorities to tackle climate
damage from transport

LA
powers

Cost

Public
support

Toxic air
benefits

Physical
health
benefits

Level 1 – should do



Establish a network of remote working hubs



Make emergency active travel infrastructure
permanent



Free/cheap e-bikes for key workers and jobseekers



Lower speed limits



Cancel local spending on road building and
redirect to public transport and active travel



Re-regulate and improve bus services (Metro
areas)



Amend local plans and develop only where
excellent public transport



Set a carbon budget for transport and traffic
reduction targets



Stop subsidising or encouraging free parking



Stop cutting bus services
Level 2 – should do to show leadership



Initiate a town trial of free public transport



Implement a local pay-per-mile Eco Levy



Introduce guaranteed service frequency
standards in rural areas



Pilot affordable e-bikes for everyone



Showcase longer distance cycleways



Become a demonstration town for e-cargo
bikes
Level 3 –require more powers and funding



Re-regulate buses (non Metro areas) and
operate own bus services (all areas)



Trial Swiss style timetabling



Institute a visitor levy



Implement a public transport payroll levy
Level 4 - national lobbying required



Stop wasting money on building roads and
redirect to public transport and active travel



Amend the bus services act to allow
franchising and municipal bus companies



Set a national planning framework that
ensures development only where excellent
public transport



Lower national speed limits



Establish a national e-bike purchase scheme



Establish an e-bike industrial strategy



Introduce a levy on deliveries
Key: Green = existing powers/ low cost; yellow = medium cost; orange = no powers/ high cost.
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1.

Raising our sights to meet the scale of the challenge

Transport is now the UK’s biggest contributor to climate change. Whereas in 1990 it
accounted for less than a fifth (19%) of UK greenhouse gas emissions, it now accounts for
more than a third (34%), and transport carbon emissions are flat-lining or even rising.
Government departments responsible for every other sector of the economy have cut
carbon, but the Department for Transport has ‘gone rogue’, pursuing policies that actively
make things worse while being unambitious about policies that could make things better.
UK greenhouse gas emissions by sector, 2018

Transport emissions: domestic = 124 Mt CO2e; international aviation = 37 MtCO2e; international shipping = 8MtCO2e
Source: BEIS 2020 Final greenhouse gas emissions tables 2018

A policy prescription for slow, steady carbon reduction that might have been sufficient 25
years ago is no longer fit for purpose. Because we have left it so late to tackle carbon
emissions from transport, we now have to take urgent action. Climate scientists are warning
that the carbon targets set by the Committee on Climate Change are too lax, and that we
need to reach ‘net zero’ emissions much sooner1,2. But there is an almost total policy
disconnect between the advice of these climate scientists and the thinking of the transport
policy community, which is working on the relatively comfortable (because so distant)
assumption that we have until 2050 to get transport carbon emissions down to zero.
The current DfT carbon strategy is focussed on electrifying the vehicle fleet, while still
allowing traffic volumes to grow, building roads and expanding airport capacity. But even if
all new car and van sales are electric by 2030 (which is the government’s current aim), it will
still be necessary for car mileage to be at least 20% lower in 2030 than now (and possibly
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more than this), in order for our emissions not to exceed a fair carbon budget (see More
than electric cars).
The carbon arithmetic is inescapable. It means that we must instigate a rapid transformation
of our transport system to reduce car use, as well as achieving a faster transition from
petrol and diesel to electric cars and significantly cutting aviation emissions.
Rapid action to reduce car use will only be fair and command public consent if it takes place
in parallel with big changes to our transport system to give people decent, clean and
affordable ways of travelling to work, education and services, by foot, bike or low-carbon
public transport.
So in order to be able to meet our obligation to act on climate change, we need to recognise
a basic right for everyone to be able to live decently without having to own or drive a car.
This means that our transport system for a zero-carbon future must be:





Universal: available to everyone
Comprehensive: the best possible service for all areas, within available resources
Affordable: low-cost, and free for essential local travel
Green: consistent with our obligation to cut carbon emissions to zero in line with the
Paris Agreement and to minimise other environmental impacts.

These principles amount to a wholly new vision for our transport system, a vision that needs
the public, policymakers and political leaders to considerably raise their sights from the
current level of ambition. Yet we know this vision is achievable, since the world bestpractice examples documented in this paper show that other countries are achieving
sustainable transport provision that comes close to this vision, at least in some of their
regions and cities.
The remainder of this paper explores how to change our transport system to meet these
principles, how to pay for it, and how to create the right governance to deliver it. It
highlights a small number of radical but achievable actions that would be transformative,
and that could be implemented alongside the many other transport policies, actions and
schemes that we already know to be good.
This paper will also return to two powerful concepts that should be grasped at every level of
government and that we feel are valuable themes for activists to promote to their local
decision-makers:
 A Universal Basic Right to public transport
 Basing financial budgets for transport on carbon budgets for transport
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2.

Universal and comprehensive public transport

The universal, comprehensive public transport that we must now create will be like the
public transport networks in the city-regions of Munich, Vienna and Zurich. In these areas
(which are 10-30 times bigger than the built-up areas of their main cities, and extend to
surrounding towns and villages), public transport functions as a single system. Buses, trams
and underground and suburban trains are coordinated by public transport governing bodies
or Verkehrsverbünde (VV) to provide “one network, one timetable, one ticket”
(Transforming public transport). Britain compares badly on providing public transport that is
fully integrated, easy to use and comprehensive. With the exception of London,
coordination of local buses has been impossible in Britain since the government
‘deregulated’ and privatised buses outside London in 1985, and since privatisation of rail
services in 1993 train services do not coordinate with one another, let alone with buses.
Levels of public transport use in the VVs are strikingly higher (3-4 times the number of trips)
than in similar areas of England, as shown in the graph below. If comparable levels of public
transport use can be achieved in English Combined Authorities as those in Munich, Vienna
and Zurich city-regions, we estimate that car mileage in these areas will be cut by over 9%.
This will get us almost half way to the 20% reduction in car mileage that is the minimum
needed to tackle climate change.
Annual per capita public transport trips in six continental Verkehrsverbünde, the English
Combined Authorities, and London
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To have public transport systems as good as these continental city-regions, we will need
better transport governance, with all services regulated and operated under the control of a
‘guiding mind’, as is the norm in Europe.
It will be necessary for all local bus and tram services to be brought under the control of
Combined Authorities or groups of local authorities. We will then be able to set service
frequency standards, so people know what frequency of public transport they are entitled
to.
Public money already accounted for over 40% of bus operator revenues3, even before the
Covid-19 crisis. Since Covid-19, public funds have been providing the great majority of bus
company revenues. There is an irresistible logic that this additional funding should be
accompanied by additional powers that oblige all bus services to be run under contractual
agreements with local authorities, who can thereby purposely design a bus network to best
fulfil the needs of local communities and the local economy, rather than the network being
designed to maximise private bus company profits. Beyond this step, there remain large
amounts of money that could be saved and reinvested in better bus services if the system
was run on a not-for-dividend basis under the direct control of the local transport authority.
This ‘re-regulation’ of local bus services will give the local foundation for planning an
integrated national and local public transport timetable (what the Swiss call a ‘Taktfahrplan’,
or clock-face timetable), ensuring that all trains and buses connect to form a seamless
network4.
Timetable integration of buses with trains will only be made possible by changing the
structure of the railway so that it is a single entity operating under public control, in the
public interest, and with an objective to act in such a way as to reduce carbon emissions
from transport to the greatest extent possible. It is difficult to see how this can be done
without bringing the rail network back into national public ownership5.
Zurich VV covers a city-region of 1.3 million people, including the city of Zurich, town of
Winterthur and smaller towns, suburbs and rural areas. It is an example of guaranteed local
transport service standards, with seamless linkage of buses and trains in a single
Taktfahrplan timetable. In Zurich VV, service levels enshrined in law enable convenient
travel between any two places bigger than a small village, as described in the box overleaf.
The following box shows how the Taktfahrplan concept could be applied to to the Cambrian
line in central Wales.
The same sort of visualisation would be possible6 for many other local railway lines. Indeed,
proposals for new lines or re-opening of lines could be strengthened by presenting this view
of how the ‘reach’ of the railway can (and should) be extended to serve a large hinterland,
through a seamless timetable across all modes of public transport backed by investment in
connecting bus services.
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Public transport service standards in Zurich canton
Berg am Irchel
Zurich

Winterthur

ZURICH CANTON

SWITZERLAND

The public transport coordinating body in the canton of Zurich has the following service
standards, which are enshrined in law:
 Settlements >300 people – hourly service
 Corridors where multiple settlements give strong demand – service every 30
minutes
 Large dense settlements – services at least every 15 minutes
 Services run 6am to midnight, seven days a week
 Buses and trains connect
 Services repeat hourly at regular intervals on a ‘clock-face timetable’
For example, the small village of Berg am Irchel (population 564, pictured) has two buses
per hour to stations on the nearest train line, where there is a 3 minute connection with a
train to Winterthur. The whole journey takes about 30 minutes. Services run from before
6am until the last bus at 11.40pm, and are every day of the week including Sundays.

© 2019 Google
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Cambrian Line and feeder bus network as example of possibilities achievable with
guaranteed service standards coupled with Taktfahrplan timetabling
Dolgellau pop. 2700
½-hourly bus, vs 1-2 hour
spacing at present
Corris pop. 700
½-hourly bus, vs 1-2 hour
spacing at present

Llanfair C.
pop. 1100
1-hourly bus,
vs 2-daily at
present
Montgomery
pop. 1000
1-hourly bus,
vs c. 2-hourly
at present

Talybont
pop. 700
1-hourly bus
as at present
but connects
with trains.

Llanidloes
pop. 2900
½-hourly bus,
vs c. 2-hourly
at present

Note: Buses run from early morning until late evening and all
weekend cf zero services at those times or on Sundays at present

As a result of increased support from the Welsh Government, the Cambrian Line
now has a train in each direction most hours of the day, most days of the week.
Under Swiss-style timetabling and rural public transport service standards many
places that lack a train service would be connected to the Cambrian Line with
buses timed to connect with all the rail services – i.e. one or two buses per hour to
meet trains travelling both directions (a single hourly bus can serve stations at
There wouldwhich
also be
redesign
Welshpool,
is very
closeoftostation
the crossing points of ‘up’ and ‘down’ trains, and
approaches towhere
allow the
‘cheek-to-cheek’
bus-train
Aberystwyth,
train turns around).
Buses would all arrive before trains
transfer,
as
illustrated
with
the
image
from
a
and would wait at the stations and depart after trains have departed, so that both
Verkehrsverbund
in Austria.
outgoing
and incoming
passengers are catered for.
There would be accompanying redesign of station approaches to allow ‘cheek-toNote: only four towns & villages are shown but many
cheek’
bus-train transfer, as illustrated with an image from a Verkehrsverbund in
others would also receive high quality bus-rail connections.
Austria.
Note: only six towns and villages are shown but many others would also receive
high quality bus-to-rail connections.
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3.

Universal and comprehensive active travel

We will need to transform our streets so that everyone feels safe walking and cycling, and
so cycling is an option for all of us, not just a minority who are young, fit and brave.
This will require rapid construction of networks of segregated cycleways in all urban areas
(Segregated cycleways and e-bikes). We can learn from Seville, which built 120km of
segregated cycle paths in just four years, achieving a walking and cycling mode share
comparable to Berlin, Munich and Hamburg, in a city previously considered ‘too hot to
cycle’.
The Covid-19 crisis has shown that it is possible to rapidly reallocate road-space for cycling
and for walking, even on major urban roads. Many of these facilities have been constructed
with ‘light’ segregation, such as plastic studs and vertical wands, with the aim to provide an
emergency facility for the short term quickly at lowest cost. However, these temporary
facilities should be improved and made permanent.
A number of the best facilities, such as that along Park Lane in London, have ‘bitten the
bullet’ and provided fully segregated safe-feeling facilities on roads previously regarded as
too important for vehicle traffic to possibly provide space for cyclists. Yet these are arterial
corridors for cyclists too, crucial to completing the core of fully-connected cycling networks.
We presently have a golden opportunity to use the emergency response to COVID-19 to
build cycle networks that really match up to what is needed to meet the Climate Emergency
– networks that are sufficiently comprehensive and safe that everyone wants to use them.
On a wider scale, extending beyond urban areas, we can also learn from the Capital Region
of Denmark, which is building a network of nearly 750km of long-distance Cycle
Superhighways, radiating up to 40km from Copenhagen. The box on the following page
shows how extensive and comprehensive a similar network would be for Tyne and Wear.
We need a similar Strategic Cycleways Programme, building continuous segregated cycle
and pedestrian paths alongside all single carriageway main roads for 15km either side of
every settlement (removing road capacity where necessary). A key design criterion in
Denmark is to install bridges and underpasses so that people on bikes and electric bikes do
not have to stop for vehicle traffic and can complete their journeys in times that are
attractive relative to other modes.
Our aim should be to make all main roads as good as the best Danish main road cycle
provision within five years. We estimate that a budget of the order of £10 billion (i.e. £2
billion per year) would be sufficient to achieve this across England7. The many people who
work for Highways England and its contractors on building major road schemes could be redeployed to deliver this programme, rather than constructing roads that increase traffic and
climate damaging emissions.
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Denmark Capital Region Cycle Superhighways – Applied to Tyne and Wear
Copenhagen is working with neighbouring municipalities to extend their cycle network for
many miles beyond the main urban area. Combined with the rise in ownership of e-bikes,
this is enabling people to cycle for longer journeys, with substantial carbon savings
compared to driving. On the Danish Cycle Superhighway routes that have been completed
so far, 25% of users previously drove. The average bike commute distance on one Cycle
Superhighway route, the Farumruten (lower picture) is 15km.
The top image shows the
Copenhagen network
projected onto Tyne and
Wear (unaltered, not as
would actually be planned
for local topography and
roads). It not only links
Sunderland, South
Shields, Gateshead and
Newcastle, but extends
north well beyond Blyth
and Morpeth, to the
former coal mining
communities of Ashington
and Ellington. A network
on this scale purposely
designed for the North
East’s geography would
extend south beyond
Durham. The 1.1m
population of Tyne and
Wear is similar to the
1.3m population of
Copenhagen urban area,
so spend per person to
achieve this cycle network
would be broadly similar.
Key: Red lines = routes into
Copenhagen already complete;
black lines = routes planned
and funded; black dotted lines
= routes planned but not yet
funded. The original image of
the cycle route network in
Copenhagen region is provided
in Appendix 4.
Map credit Google 2020. Draws on Leaflet | Map data © OpenStreetMap contributors, CC-BY-SA, Imagery © Mapbox. and
images from: Cycle Superhighways, Capital Region of Denmark
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Electric bikes (e-bikes) are set to be a game-changer, with great potential to reduce car
mileage. Around half of e-bike trips replace trips that would otherwise be made by car. Ebikes are used for longer journeys than conventional bikes, and they have broader appeal,
including to older people, women and those who are less active, as well as to the young,
men and the physically active. Across Europe, sales of e-bikes are far higher than those of all
hybrid and battery-electric cars and vans combined. E-bikes make up 10-30% of all bike sales
in Austria, Belgium, Italy, France, Germany, the Netherlands and Sweden – but less than 3%
of bike sales in the UK8. A main reason for the greater popularity of e-bikes in continental
Europe is that their governments have offered grants to incentivise purchase of e-bikes. We
should do the same.
It is sometimes assumed that walking and cycling have only a small role to play in reducing
carbon emissions. We think this is incorrect, and the potential for active travel to substitute
for car mileage and thus carbon emissions is in fact large. A recent study by University of
Leeds9 has calculated that if e-bikes were used to replace all the car journeys that they
possibly could be, considering how far people of different levels of health and fitness are
physically able to cycle, then 50% of England’s car carbon dioxide emissions would be cut.
They show that the greatest potential lies in rural and suburban settings.
Modelling of journeys to work by the Propensity to Cycle Tool10, suggests that, if e-bikes
were widely available and we had a similar cycling infrastructure and culture to the Dutch,
around 30% of commuters would cycle to work in many towns and cities across England.
The comparison with the Netherlands is not as big a leap as some people might assume
since the propensity for cycling tool does factor in England’s hilliness relative to the
Netherlands. It is also relevant to recall that the Dutch cycling culture was not always so
strong – their cycling infrastructure and cycling habit have been built up since the 1970s, at
which time the Netherlands had assumed a car-based future, become car dominated, and
reduced cycling to a marginal activity.
Considering Derbyshire and Lancashire as examples, Derby, Chesterfield, Preston, Blackburn
and Blackpool all show potential for around 30% of commuters to cycle to work under this
‘e-bike scenario’, as shown in the maps overleaf. Even the most remote areas of Derbyshire,
a comparatively hilly and rural county, show potential for more than 10% of commuter trips
by e-bikes, with many quite rural areas in the 15-20% bracket and an average potential for
cycle commuting across the whole county of 23%11.
As would be expected, similar or even higher levels of cycling are projected for England’s
larger conurbations. For example, the tool shows around 28% of West Midlands commuters
would cycle to work. The Propensity to Cycle Tool is available as an open-source resource
(https://www.pct.bike/), and can be used by activists and local decision-makers to generate
maps like those on the following page, to show the potential for cycling in any local area12.
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Propensity for Cycling Tool maps showing areas in Derbyshire and Lancashire
predicted to achieve 30%+ of journeys to work by cycling in their e-bike scenario
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Looking more widely than just commuter trips, taking London as an example we estimate
there is potential for cycling (and in some cases walking), to cut approximately one third of
residents’ car carbon emissions (see Segregated cycleways and e-bikes).
In addition to this switch in personal travel, we also estimate that, if e-cargo bikes took over
from delivery and service vehicles for suitable trips, then a further 7.5% of all traffic mileage
in urban areas could be removed13.
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4.

An Eco Levy for driving – balanced by free local public transport

A mileage-based Eco Levy for driving in towns and cities would encourage people to switch
to greener, healthier modes of transport for some trips (An Eco Levy for driving). Combining
it with free local public transport could make it a politically sellable policy, so that it
becomes the norm wherever a good non-car option exists.
Local authorities in the UK have had powers to charge for road use for nearly 20 years. So
far, the only significant road pricing scheme is the congestion charge in central London,
although the London Ultra-Low Emission Zone will be extended to a much larger area of
London in 2021. Road pricing is also used to cut traffic congestion or pollution in Singapore,
Stockholm, Gothenburg and Milan. Experience from these cities shows that quite modest
charges can stimulate significant change: it appears that having to pay at all makes people
reassess their options. For most people, the additional cost of an Eco Levy could be quite
small: in Stockholm, 75% of the congestion charges paid by private vehicles come from just
over 5% of Stockholm County’s residents.
Traffic volumes in the ‘charged’ areas of these cities have fallen significantly, with cuts in
traffic ranging from 9% (within the charging zone in Gothenburg) to 47% (number of
vehicles entering Milan city centre). Effects on car driving are usually larger than the effects
on all traffic: for example, in London, the number of cars entering the congestion charging
zone fell by 36% by 2007, compared to 13% for vans and 5% for lorries.
The main people to benefit from an Eco Levy would be young people, older people, those on
a low income and women, all of whom are bigger users of public transport. Experience in
places that have implemented a road user charge is that once residents see how it improves
their city, there is net support. In London, the proportion of residents supporting or
opposing the congestion charge was evenly balanced shortly before its introduction; but
afterwards, over two-thirds of Londoners felt they had gained from the congestion charge
or it made no difference to them, whereas only a quarter felt they were worse off. This
result was consistent across central, inner and outer London.
So far, no city has tried the combination of an Eco Levy and free public transport, but this is
the kind of transformative policy that is now needed.
Although the idea of free local public transport for all might sound radical and unaffordable,
local public transport is already fare-free in more than 100 towns across the world
(Transforming public transport). Dunkerque, a town of 200,000 people in northern France,
made its buses free in autumn 2018, and at the same time increased bus frequencies on the
busiest routes to every 10 minutes and installed bus ‘express corridors’. One year on, bus
trips were up 85%14. Nearly half of new bus users previously drove, one in ten new bus users
have sold their second car, and there is anecdotal evidence that the free bus network is
leading young people to postpone getting a driving licence. The free buses are especially
important to people for whom money was tight, and are seen as a game-changer for a
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working-class town that was culturally very attached to the car. Other French cities are now
following Dunkerque’s lead, including Calais in December 2019.
The current deregulated privatised regime in Britain outside London makes free provision of
local bus services more difficult and more expensive. However, the big changes to
governance and funding discussed elsewhere in this paper would make free local buses
more feasible and affordable: re-regulation, so that local authorities could plan their bus
network as a whole; powers to establish municipal bus companies, so that all profits were
reinvested; and powers to raise funds from local taxation (see Section 6).
As a result of Covid-19, public funds have been providing the great majority of bus company
operating costs, so the step to provision of free bus services is not now such a large one. If
the present level of funding is justifiable to tackle the Covid-19 crisis, surely it is at least as
justifiable to tackle the Climate Emergency?
Provision of free bus services would require some additional funding to cater for the
increase in demand, and local authorities that operate trams would lose some fare income
from these due to abstraction of patronage, if fares continued to be charged on trams. It
would also be sensible, as Dunkerque has done, to boost the impact of removing fares by
putting in additional funding to improve the network of bus services.
Even so, it would be entirely achievable for a public transport payroll levy that generated
income for Britain at the same level, proportionately, as Versement Transport does for
France (VT raises £5 billion per year) to support free bus services. In fact there would be
very substantial resources left over for investment in improving bus services, or building
tram networks15. Even more affordable would be extending free public transport from older
people to other groups – like young people, to encourage them to make using public
transport a habit rather than learning to drive and becoming car-dependent.
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5.

Planning land-use for less car use and less travel

Evidence from across the world shows that high levels of walking, cycling and public
transport only occur if new development is concentrated in urban areas, and if settlements
are compact, dense, and with a diversity of land uses (Planning for less car use). The most
important factor is location: central locations generate less car travel and have 2-3 times
lower transport carbon emissions than even the best-designed development in a remote
location. Paris mayor Anne Hidalgo has taken to heart the principle of ensuring people can
live in close proximity to everything they need. She has declared that she wants Paris to
become a ’15 minute city’16. Her vision is a city where everyone is within a 15 minute walk
or shorter bike ride of shops, parks, schools, cafes, recreation facilities and workplaces.
The rise in home working during Covid-19 has made it clear that meeting people’s needs
locally must also extend to remote working facilities. Not travelling at all is the best way to
cut emissions and should be top of the ‘sustainable transport hierarchy’. But many people
do not have a home environment or equipment suited to home working. We need a massive
programme of super-fast remote working hubs in every community. This would tackle
Covid-19 and climate emissions, and also help revive high streets by reusing closed shops
and bringing workers back into local centres where they will support shops and cafes.
Our approach to city-wide and town-wide spatial planning needs to change fundamentally.
At present, the best direct routes around towns and cities are prioritised for private
vehicles. Instead of this, walking, cycling and public transport should be able to access the
most direct routes, whilst private vehicles are prevented from rat-running along short cuts
through residential areas and are restricted to a small number of more major roads.
A valuable underlying planning concept is ‘filtered permeability’, a term coined by Dr Steve
Melia of the University of West of England. Filtered permeability means that people using
bikes or travelling on foot have direct through-routes to local shops, jobs and amenities via
minor and residential roads, whilst those roads are closed to private vehicle through traffic
using planters, bollards, play equipment or other width restrictions. These ‘modal filters’ can
be designed to enhance the street environment with trees, greenery, seating, play areas and
outdoor exercise equipment. Where public transport access is desirable, drop-down
bollards can be installed that automatically retract into the road upon receiving a signal
from an approaching bus, tram or emergency vehicle.
Filtered permeability underlies the ‘Mini-Hollands’ street redesign that has transformed the
street environment for residents in the London borough of Waltham Forest 17, so that
parents and children can feel safe and comfortable walking and cycling to schools and other
local destinations. As yet, it is still necessary to visit the Netherlands to see an example of
how the filtered permeability approach can be applied to spatial planning at a town-wide or
city-wide scale. The box overleaf shows the example of Groningen. All UK towns and cities
should take a similar approach to their spatial planning. This will mean turning upside down
the present thinking of many highways engineers and town planners.
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Planning land-use for less car-use in Groningen: ‘filtered permeability’

Groningen is an example of a city that has prioritised its road design and road use so that
pedestrians, cyclists and public transport have safe, pleasant, quick direct routes whilst
cars are prevented from rat-running, even if that means going ‘the long way round’.

Image credits: Dr Steve Melia
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To stop car-dependent urban sprawl in its tracks, virtually all new development must be on
brownfield land in existing urban areas. Developments should only go ahead in places that
already have high-quality public transport, or where excellent new public transport
infrastructure (such as tram lines) will be provided, in which cases, the new transport
provision must be in place and fully operational before the development is occupied, so that
incoming residents never get into the habit of relying on a car.
Car-free development in Leeds city centre
The Climate Innovation District in Leeds is a compact (>100 dph) development of 800 low-rise
(3-5 storey), low-carbon homes. These are the first houses to be built in Leeds City Centre in
over 90 years, just a short walk/cycle ride from the train station. The car-free design, based
on European models, is innovative for the UK outside London. It is designed as a car-free
environment that encourages walking, cycling and play, focused around parks and shared
gardens. No roads break up the landscape and children will be able to walk to the nearby
school without crossing any busy roads. It has underground, centralised car-parking with
spaces for a car club. Although required to provide a minimum number of parking spaces the
developer CITU does not expect them all to be used. They have built a pedestrian/cycling
bridge which links the North and South sides of the city and links to the riverside cycle path.

© CITU

New housing should be built compactly (at densities of at least 100 dwellings per hectare,
and higher in urban centres), to create an urban form that is highly walkable and cycleable.
This compactness can be achieved whilst providing a high quality urban realm with open
green spaces, creating what the previous Commission for Architecture and the Built
Environment termed ‘urban villages’. The amount of space allocated to car parking should
be reduced, as in the low carbon developments planned in Leeds and York (see boxes),
allowing for environmental improvements and more productive uses of the space freed up,
as well as promoting less car use. This is particularly crucial at a moment when Covid-19
lockdown has made us acutely aware of how sustaining it is to have access to greenery,
nature and outside space close to home. Covid-19 should alert us to the major gains
available from reducing car dependency so we can re-purpose town and city space wasted
on cars parked unused for 95% of the time.
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Car-free development planned by York Council
York council’s plans for 600
new homes across 8 sites
look to encourage walking
and cycling and reclaim green
space from vehicles:
‘Cars will be banished to the
very corners of the sites, so
the streets can be devoted
entirely to people and play
spaces. Generous green
“ginnels”,
or
passages
Image credit DarcStudio/Mikhail Riches
between houses, will run
between the rows of homes and around the edges of the developments, providing communal
areas to garden, sit together and grow food.’18
There should be no sprawling low density development in rural areas or on the edge of
towns. This approach is commensurate with the pressing need for affordable homes in rural
areas to give young people growing up in those areas the chance to remain locally near
family and friends and to continue to support their community. Even in rural areas, the
great majority of the population does not live in tiny hamlets but lives in more substantial
settlements, many of them long-standing local centres such as the market towns. The cores
of these older settlements have traditionally been built compactly, to densities that make
them highly walkable. The multiple problem that has arisen in many areas is that: (i) where
these local centres have seen new development, much of it has been far from the centre of
the town; (ii) the new development has been built to expanded car-based plans rather than
compact walkable-cyclable plans; (iii) many of the houses built have been large detached
homes rather than affordable homes; (iv) there has been development completely away
from these local centres where people are too far from shops and facilities to walk and
cycle, and where it is very much harder to provide public transport provision, let alone
public transport provision of high quality and frequency.
For local people, rural areas need affordable, compact homes built close to the existing rural
centres with shops, schools, jobs and facilities, so they can get around by walking, cycling or
taking public transport, for which it is feasible to undertake a major programme of
improvements for services within, to, and between these rural centres. This approach to
planning and transport is not just a plan for climate stabilisation – it is what is needed to
achieve social equity, strong communities, good health and a high quality of life. Car-based
development in remote locations is bad for all of these things and should be prevented.
Plans for ‘garden communities’ built to low densities in rural areas must be cancelled –
although we will still be able to build beautiful homes in cities, with trees, wild flowers, and
space for nature at their heart, because we will use far less space for car parking.
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6.

How can we pay for it?

The necessary changes to our transport system will cost money. In the next 10 years we
must invest at an unprecedented rate in new tram networks, rail electrification, green
electric buses, cycleways and healthy streets for walking. Substantial ongoing revenue
funding will be required to run free local public transport services.
This cost can be offset by the £7-10 billion per year that is spent in the UK on national and
local road schemes, which can and should be reallocated in its entirety (Transforming
transport funding to meet our climate targets). We estimate that the government’s Road
Investment Strategy for 2020-2024 risks increasing annual carbon emissions from trunk road
and motorway traffic by almost a fifth19, which is clearly inconsistent with our climate
obligations.
Substituting ‘bad’ transport investment for ‘good’ transport investment will therefore be a
double win, switching billions of pounds every year from building roads that make carbon
emissions worse, to infrastructure that cuts carbon emissions, such as tram lines, bus
priority networks, cycleways and healthy streets for walking.
There is potential for much more funding for clean, green, affordable transport to be raised
locally or regionally. In other countries devolved authorities have far greater powers to raise
money locally for sustainable transport investment.


The renaissance of trams in France has been funded by local payroll levies on
employers (the ‘Versement Transport’).



Many cities (e.g. Paris) and countries (e.g. Switzerland) use a visitor lodging levy to
pay for better sustainable transport.



Stockholm is funding its metro extension from a charge on cars entering the city.



Local authorities in Germany and the Netherlands capture a far greater proportion of
land value uplift that results from them granting planning permission for major
developments, which they then use to spend on transport infrastructure.

Local transport authorities already have the power to levy road-user charging in their areas,
but they should lobby the Westminster government for all of these fund-raising powers
where they do not already have them. The Scottish Government is on the verge of providing
powers for Edinburgh to enact a visitor lodging levy20. Local authorities should also pressure
the government to amend the 1961 Land Compensation Act that prevents public authorities
capturing land value uplift by buying land at ‘existing use’ value. Public authorities buying
land presently cannot capture the uplift in value from their investment in it, because they
must pay land owners excessive prices based on the ‘hope value’ of ‘prospective planning
permission’, calculated according to what the land value will become after the public
authority has allowed planning permission and invested in the site and transport
infrastructure to serve it.
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These funding sources could provide billions of pounds per year. They show that the key
issue that needs to be fixed, other than redirecting road building expenditure, is to put in
place mechanisms that secure financial contributions from all those who will benefit from
better public transport and active travel infrastructure, even if they are not direct users,
including the many businesses and individuals that reap benefits:







Employers benefit, because good transport enables their staff to travel to work, and
increases the catchment area from which they can recruit employees: a public
transport payroll levy would be a fair way for them to contribute.
Tourists benefit, because good transport enables them to explore the city or
countryside they are visiting: a visitor lodging levy could capture this.
Land and property owners benefit, because transport improvements increase the
value of their asset: changes to land compensation law, and better capture of
property value uplift due to transport improvements, would be win-win.
Car-users benefit, because good transport reduces congestion, and because most
drivers would prefer to swap their cars for public transport if services were better21:
a distance-based Eco Levy for driving in urban areas would provide them with
decent public transport and a real choice.

If all beneficiaries make a contribution to the costs, it will become possible to design
ambitious transport investment packages that make everyone better off.
The potential for both local authorities and national government to raise funds from a
distance-based road user charge is considerable. A need for a shift to this form of vehicle
taxation is widely recognised as crucial for public finances with the projected decline in fuel
tax revenues as vehicle transport is electrified. But it is also needed, as already discussed,
because even with electrification, traffic must reduce in order to meet climate targets. We
have laid out the case for an Eco Levy in a separate briefing for Friends of the Earth (An Eco
Levy for driving - cut carbon, clean up toxic air, and make our towns and cities liveable). This
argues that:
 All urban areas should implement a distance-based Eco Levy for driving within five
years. The government should make this obligatory, as a means of achieving local
carbon budgets.
 The government should provide up-front funding to urban areas immediately to
enable sustainable transport alternatives to be improved in preparation for the Eco
Levy.
 The money raised from the levy should be invested in more bus services, cheaper
fares (or free bus travel); segregated cycle lanes and street improvements for
walking.
 Highways England should be required by government to introduce a national Eco
Levy on the Strategic Road Network (i.e. the motorways and trunk roads not under
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control of local transport authorities), with the money raised being used to reduce
rail fares, providing an attractive alternative for long-distance travel.
The briefing discusses the evidence that describing the purpose of a levy as ‘achieving
environmental improvements’ has the most positive impact on levels of support; and that
earmarking the income from road pricing to improve public transport is more popular than
using it as a way of raising tax. Residents are more likely to support a scheme to improve the
environment than a scheme to finance infrastructure. For this reason, we believe that
distance-based road user charging should be introduced under the banner of ‘Eco Levy’
rather than as a ‘congestion charge’ or a way of raising money for big infrastructure
schemes. This approach is already being implemented where the case has been made for
introducing charges for driving into ‘Low Emission Zones’ on the grounds that vehicle
particulate emissions and nitrogen oxides are causing toxic local pollution. We now need an
Eco Levy more universally so that, in effect, all areas become low carbon emission zones to
save the climate.
The fastest growing type of traffic in the last two decades has been van traffic, which has
grown 71%, with most vans less than half full22. A levy on deliveries should be introduced to
curtail the growth in van traffic, stimulate more efficient delivery operations, and boost
investment in alternatives such as e-cargo bikes23. In addition, a delivery levy would help
high street shops that are struggling to compete with online companies that don’t pay high
street business rates and rents. With over 2.5 billion parcels delivered in the UK even preCovid-19, at a cost of nearly £10 billion24, even a small levy of 10% would raise at least £1
billion pounds per year, even before adding in grocery deliveries.
Public expenditure on walking, cycling and local public transport in the UK is currently about
£2.5 billion per year on (£240 million capital and £2.3 billion revenue). The proposed
funding sources, described in more detail in the table below, could provide an additional
£40 billion per year, offering abundant scope to build and operate the transport system that
we need to create. There is thus no shortage of potential funding. Rather, the issues we
need to fix are that money is being spent on the wrong things, building roads that make
carbon emissions worse, instead of tram lines, cycleways and healthy streets for walking;
and we do not yet have the mechanisms to secure contributions from all those who will
benefit from a better transport system.
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New funding sources for sustainable transport
Details
New Funding
source
Nationally raised and controlled
Reallocation of
expenditure
previously
earmarked for
road schemes
Eco Levy for
driving on
motorways and
non-urban trunk
roads

How it could be used

~£20 billion per year
£7-10 billion
Grants to local authorities to
per year (UK)
match locally-raised money,
for bus improvements, tram
systems, cycle-ways and safe
streets for pedestrians.

Charge of 6p per km, £6 billion per
year (Britain)
i.e. price of a cup of
coffee (£2) added to
the average 33km
commuter return trip.

Sufficient to halve the cost of
rail travel.

£7 billion per
year (Britain)

Increase capacity for rail
freight; electrify rail network;
connect freight sites to rail
network.

£1 billion (UK)
and rising fast

Boost e-cargo bike & other
zero emission delivery.

Distance-based
HGV charge

Levy on
deliveries

Amount

10% of delivery cost

Locally raised and controlled
Public transport
Widely used in
payroll levy, paid France.
by employers

~£20 billion per year (for transport)
£7 billion per
About £3 billion to make
year (Britain)
local bus services free; £4
billion for new bus services &
trams.

Visitor lodging
levy, paid by
overnight visitors

Common in many
European countries.

£1 billion per
year, of which
~50% for
transport
(Britain)

About half used for transport
and half for other tourism
services.

Changes to land
compensation
law

As in Netherlands and
Germany: land
bought by public
authorities at close to
‘existing use value’.

£11 billion per
year, of which
~50% for
transport
(England)

Half for sustainable transport
(e.g. tram lines for new
housing) and half for
genuinely affordable housing.

Eco Levy for
driving in urban
areas

Charge of 6p per km

£8 billion per
year (Britain)

Bus improvements, tram
systems, cycle-ways and safe
streets for pedestrians.

See also Appendix 2: How to boost local authority funds for low carbon transport
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7.

Powerful transport governance to steer the right course

To make the right decisions, and deliver the massive change in our transport system that is
required, we will need clear and sure-footed governance.
Cutting carbon must become the Department for Transport’s top priority (Getting the
Department for Transport on the right track). International aviation and shipping should be
included in a ‘whole transport sector’ carbon budget, and the use of international offsets for
international aviation and shipping in carbon budgets should be ruled out (A net zero carbon
budget for the whole transport sector). The Committee on Climate Change’s aviation
emission target of 22 MtCO2e (or lower when the non-CO2 effects of aviation are taken into
account) should be adopted to avoid aviation consuming nearly three-fifths of a net zero
carbon budget in 2050, which would mean other sectors would face an impossible
challenge.
A national carbon reduction target and annual budgets should be cascaded down as binding
targets and budgets for government departments and agencies and regional and local
bodies, to provide a link between national carbon targets and implementation at all levels.
Some local transport authorities are not waiting for national government to get its act
together and are, laudably, setting their own targets for carbon reduction. West Yorkshire,
for example, has produced a detailed analysis of the possible carbon reduction pathways it
could take to reach net zero carbon emissions25. Leeds is also, with Sheffield and
Manchester, amongst 27 cities that Tyndall Centre for Climate Change Research says have
piloted and are now actively using its ‘Carbon Targeter Tool’26. This tool calculates a carbon
budget and an emissions reduction pathway for every local authority to meet the objectives
of the United Nations Paris Agreement on Climate Change.
All strategies and plans that are produced for transport at national and sub-national level
should demonstrate that their carbon impacts are consistent with the carbon targets and
annual budgets of the relevant national, regional or local body.
Until we are on track to reduce emissions in line with the agreed national carbon reduction
pathway, the method for appraising transport projects should be replaced by a ‘climate
emergency appraisal method’, which prioritises projects primarily according to their costeffectiveness in reducing carbon emissions, and only secondarily according to their other
benefits. Every major decision will then take account of the carbon budget as well as the
financial budget.
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8.

The overall transport policy package

Logic map for decision-makers’ transport response to the Climate Emergency

A logic map laying out the major actions that the government could take to start reducing
transport carbon emissions on the scale that climate scientists advise is shown above.
Together these actions form a logically-linked package of decisions that enhance each other.
In summary, the six big actions proposed in this briefing paper are these:
1. Make carbon reduction the government’s top priority for transport. This means
adopting a ‘whole transport sector’ carbon budget (including international aviation
and shipping) and translating the national target into subsidiary targets for all
government departments, regional and local bodies.
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2. Bring spending budgets into line with this climate priority and carbon budgets.
This means transferring money presently spent on climate ‘bads’ into climate
‘goods’, and in particular shifting all current spending on road-building to invest in
sustainable local transport, whilst bringing in other national and local sources of
funding for sustainable transport, including a public transport payroll levy.
3. Ensure planning policy supports carbon budgets. This means putting in place strict
rules that all new development of a significant scale must only be in locations that
are served by excellent public transport.
4. Redeploy engineers from road building to climate-positive road redesign that
propels modal shift to sustainable transport. This means, amongst other things,
putting this engineering capacity to use building a strategic cycleway network
alongside or parallelling all main roads, to 15km either side of every settlement;
redesigning all urban main roads to give safe segregated space to cyclists and to give
buses priority so they can speed past traffic congestion and be more time-efficient
than private vehicle use; wholesale remodelling of minor and residential urban
roads to introduce modal filters that give safe direct routes to people on bikes and
people walking whilst deterring rat-running and vehicle use for short trips.
5. Change the entire approach to governance of rail and buses so that it can provide
viable travel options that match up to the Climate Emergency. This means
regulating the entire system so that Government can recognise the principle of a
Universal Basic Right to excellent public transport, can set according standards for
public transport frequencies based on settlement size, and can adopt a Swiss-style
integrated national and local public transport timetable, with buses and trains fully
under public control to ensure they are run in the public interest, and with increased
public ownership wherever necessary to achieve that most efficiently.
6. Back up the massively increased investment in sustainable transport with
incentives for modal shift from private vehicles that maximise the effectiveness of
that investment. This means bringing in significant Eco Levies for driving in urban
areas, balanced by making local public transport fare-free in these places, with
lower Eco Levies on places with fewer public transport options.
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9. Practical first steps for local and regional authorities
Activists can work at the local level to build the campaign for national government to
introduce the overall policy package. But we must also start taking practical first steps at the
local level irrespective of the national policy position. In the face of the enormous challenge
of the Climate Emergency, it can be hard for local transport authorities to see where to
start, especially when distracted by fire-fighting Covid-19. Yet the pandemic has also opened
up possible new paths to a better and greener future. This section suggests practical first
steps that local authorities could take along those paths now, tackling both Covid-19 and the
Climate Emergency.
Some of these actions can and should be done immediately, while others will require
further funding and powers from government (see Appendix 2: How to boost local authority
funds for low carbon transport for some current sources of funding). All of these first steps
provide multiple other benefits as well as tackling the Climate Emergency, including cleaner
air and improved public health.
A summary table of actions is shown at the end, with an indication of costs, public support,
toxic air benefits, physical health benefits and whether the action is already within local
authorities’ powers.
Level 1: What every local authority should do




Establish a network of super-fast remote working hubs in all communities. The most
effective way to avoid transport emissions is to plan towns so that people do not have
to travel at all, as discussed in Section 5. Covid-19 has resulted in a high proportion of
people working from home, but for many people their home situation makes home
working difficult. We need a major programme to provide superfast remote working
hubs in every community, for people whose home environment or equipment is
unsuitable for remote working, and to assist firms that have too little space to
accommodate all their workers with safe social distancing. Super-fast remote working
hubs could help rejuvenate town centres by re-purposing empty shops and banks or
public buildings now under-utilised as a result of large proportions of public employees
working from home. The first wave of superfast remote working hubs is needed
urgently to perpetuate remote working before the habit is lost. Access should be free or
on a scale of payments according to the ability of firms and individuals to pay. There are
many good examples of not-for-profit community hubs, some of which may also be able
to provide practical support for rapid expansion to national scale. To ensure
expenditure will match need, there could be an advance sign-up scheme, as operated
by some councils for provision of secure cycling facilities.
Make permanent all emergency active travel infrastructure and improve on it. After
not travelling at all, the next priority in the ‘sustainable transport hierarchy’ is to travel
by walking and cycling, which emit zero emissions. Covid-19 has led to rapid installation
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of some excellent cycling and walking facilities on important active travel commuting
corridors that have so far been rendered unusable for most cyclists by heavy traffic.
Where these have used lightweight temporary traffic segregation measures these
should be made permanent. Any councils that have not, thus far, taken action to cater
for more active travel during Covid-19 restrictions on public transport capacity should
act as soon as possible to reallocate road space to people walking and people on
bicycles. There is now a golden opportunity for local authorities to put in place the core
of comprehensive fully-connected traffic-segregated cycling infrastructure. It is the
moment to go flat out building safe segregated space for walking and cycling. Rules of
thumb should be:
 Wide major roads - reallocate one lane for cycling physically separated from traffic
by, at the least, vertical wands, and preferably by more solid measures.
 Residential areas - create emergency low traffic neighbourhoods using ‘modal
filters’ that only let pedestrians and cyclists use them as through-routes.
 School zones - create ‘school streets’ that close roads around schools at all times or
at school opening and closing times.
Provide free or cheap e-bikes for all job-seekers and key workers. Covid-19 is resulting
in many people finding themselves in straitened financial circumstances and having to
look for new employment. Now is the time to build on the successful ‘Wheels to Work’
schemes that already operate in many local authorities, with the particular aim to
provide all job-seekers and key workers with free or very cheap e-bikes. The provision
should cover both the period of seeking work and the initial period after successfully
gaining employment, during which time people may still be hard up whilst waiting for
their first pay cheques and carrying debts from their period of unemployment.
Set and enforce lower speed limits. Many local authorities are already aiming for
20mph to be the default speed limit in all built up areas to encourage active travel, to
reduce road casualties and to improve liveability of residential areas. All local
authorities should make 20mph the limit in all built up areas. In addition, to reduce
carbon emissions (and other pollutants), local authorities should set local speed limits
below the national default limits on all other local roads that are under their control.
Cancel all local spending on road building to enable spending on Climate Emergency
and Covid-19 recovery measures. The surge in remote working during Covid-19 showed
the potential to reduce rush hour traffic. This and the significant carbon impact makes
allocation of monies to road building anachronistic27. Re-purposing roads funding to pay
for thousands of remote working hubs, active travel networks, and better local public
transport networks makes far more sense. Local authorities should cancel plans for road
building projects on the grounds that it damages the climate and should withdraw any
offers of local match-funding to draw down national government road building funds.
Local authorities should divert any match funding for road building to better uses like
those suggested here to support remote working and active travel. See also Appendix 1:
How to fight off road building plans.
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Re-regulate and improve bus services. The right to re-regulate is presently only
automatically available to authorities with Metro mayors, and even then requires an
onerous process which so far only Liverpool and Manchester have embarked upon. The
metro mayoral authorities that have the legal right to push ahead with bus reregulation and franchising should move ahead as fast as they can. In the meantime,
although the final package of bus support funding post-Covid-19 is yet to emerge, it is
evident that it will entail much higher levels of public support for local bus services.
Local authorities should ensure that the mechanism of funding support to bus operators
is such that it puts contractual obligations on operators to provide the sorts of services
that the local transport authority wants to see in place to ensure the best possible local
public transport network and integration with other modes like trains and trams (rather
than private bus companies running against trams and trains in competition). See also
Appendix 3: How to take control of your local buses to get decent services.
Amend local plans to ensure that development only occurs where there is excellent
public transport. All housing development of a significant scale should be restricted to
places where there is, or definitely will be, excellent high frequency rapid public
transport to the nearest regional centre that offers a comprehensive range of
employment, shops and facilities. These developments must also be within walking and
cycling distance of local centres that offer local employment and meet everyday
shopping needs and basic requirements. New retail and employment development
should also be directed to centres of excellent public transport and should be part of a
wider ‘town-centre-first’ development policy. These approaches to land-use planning
will not only create climate-friendly travel patterns but will help rejuvenate struggling
town centres. They are common sense, but they are almost the reverse of what is
happening in most places.
Set a carbon budget for transport and a traffic reduction target commensurate with
that. Tyndall Centre have created a ‘Carbon Targeter’ tool28 that calculates the carbon
budgets within which each local authority needs to work for the UK to meet the Paris
Agreement on Climate Change goal of limiting global warming to 1.5oC. The budgets
calculated by this tool, which is already being used by many local authorities, should
provide the basis for setting the carbon budget for local transport and for the traffic
reduction required to stay within it. Transport carbon budgets should be set for the
same five year periods as the Committee on Climate Change’s carbon budgetary
periods, but should be reviewed every year to check progress.
Stop subsidising or encouraging free parking. If parking is free, making driving cheaper
than public transport, most people will continue to drive. Measures to encourage
walking, cycling and public transport need to be complemented with measures to
restrict the space for parking with charges that reflect the full costs to society. This
includes stopping reduced or free parking for electric vehicles, which creates a perverse
incentive for people to drive, rather than walk, cycle or use public transport.
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Stop cutting bus services. Thousands of bus services have been reduced or withdrawn
in recent years due to swingeing cuts to local authority budgets (see Appendix 2 for
more details). This creates a vicious circle of less use, yielding less fare income, further
increasing the subsidy requirement, leading to further service reductions that
discourage bus use and exacerbate car dependency. Local authorities should use funds
earmarked for road building and other funding sources to keep bus services going until
they can be franchised or municipal services developed.

Level 2: What local authorities should do to show leadership








Initiate a town-wide trial of free public transport. The trial should follow the
Dunkerque model that is using free public transport to boost economic regeneration.
Free public transport, based on the concept of public transport as a universal basic
right, is a potentially important element of achieving greater social justice. It can
strongly support local authorities that want to see a more equal local community, with
more people fulfilling their potential through affordable and practical public transport
connections to employment sites. This is most efficiently achieved through reregulation of local buses, but could be trialled even under the present system,
especially now that local transport authorities can very reasonably look to exert
leverage on private bus operators who are now totally reliant on publicly funded lifesupport due to patronage falls caused by Covid-19.
Implement a local Eco Levy on driving. The levy should be specifically directed at
tackling the Climate Emergency and toxic local air pollution, rather than being
introduced as a congestion or revenue-raising measure. Monies raised should be ringfenced to improving sustainable transport infrastructure and services, including free
public transport for all bus users or for targeted groups of bus users. See Appendix 2 for
details of how this can be implemented.
Introduce guaranteed public transport service frequency standards in rural areas. At a
wider level, this needs a national approach. However, various rural rail lines offer
potential to extend the ‘reach’ of the railway via coordinated bus services, akin to the
example for Wales illustrated earlier in this report. It is not rocket science to construct a
simple local bus timetable that complements local rail services and gives local
communities minimum bus service frequencies, although where that involves increased
or new bus services then additional funding is necessary. Covid-19 pressure on
commercial bus companies’ finances provides local transport authorities with useful
leverage, so it would be an opportune moment to seek to set up contracts that trial this
way of operating buses. In the longer term, to do it properly requires bus re-regulation.
Institute a local pilot programme of ‘Affordable E-bikes for Everyone’. This could be
implemented through supporting bike hire schemes that go beyond purely commercial
interest to provide a wider community facility29. A scheme of e-bike purchase incentives
to mirror e-vehicle grants should also be implemented. Employers in the local travel-towork area should be incentivised to purchase free annual membership of the local bike
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hire scheme for employees who will use them to commute at least one day per week on
average. This would have a similar effect to the employee e-bike hire system recently
announced by the Netherlands government, through which employers will provide ebikes worth £2,500 to employees for a cost of less than 20p per day30. The programme’s
take-up will be increased by complementary e-bike infrastructure measures – especially
funding of e-bike charging points and secure bike parking where people can park highvalue e-bikes with peace of mind. And a pilot programme of this kind will complement
construction of excellent rapid uninterrupted longer-distance cycleways, as above.
Showcase the potential for longer-distance cycleways along the main roads radiating
15km from a regional centre. Many towns that draw significant commuter traffic would
be appropriate centres for this investment. Local transport authorities that want to
show leadership should work up and implement plans for one or more towns in their
areas to be exemplars of complete ‘hub-and-spokes’ networks of longer-distance
cycleways.
Become a demonstration town to show the potential for e-cargo bikes to replace vans
and cut HGV traffic. This means setting up ‘micro-consolidation depots’ for HGV loads,
regulating to ensure delivery firms have to use them, and subsidising delivery
companies to switch to e-cargo bikes. Some continental European cities have replaced a
majority of van deliveries with cargo bikes, whilst improving delivery efficiency, and
offer exemplars (the example of Berlin is pictured below)31. In the Netherlands, DHL
already make 60% of inner city deliveries by cargo bikes32.

Micro-consolidation depot e-cargo bike pilot in Berlin based on shipping containers

Photo credit Hermes https://newsroom.hermesworld.com/international/logistics-micro-depots-successfulsolutions-for-last-mile-sustainability-1333/
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Level 3: What Local authorities should aspire to do and should request more powers and
funding to achieve








Regulate the bus services in their areas. Presently these powers are only available to
authorities with Metro mayors and are too slow, difficult and expensive for smaller local
authorities to access. Local authorities need government to legislate so that local
authority-regulated bus networks become the default arrangement, and so that local
authorities can take ownership of all or some of their bus services to ensure the best
possible service provision with the least possible financial leakage as shareholder profit.
See also Appendix 3: How to take control of your local buses to get decent services.
Trial Swiss-style integrated timetabling. With re-regulation of the bus services and
changes to the railway system so that is a single entity operating under public control, it
will be possible to plan an integrated national and local public transport timetable
(what the Swiss call a ‘Taktfahrplan’, or clock-face timetable), ensuring that all trains
and buses connect to form a seamless network.
Institute a visitor lodging levy, ring-fenced for expenditure on sustainable transport
services and infrastructure. It would be sensible to follow the Swiss practice of
providing visitors with free local public transport the day following their overnight
payment. See also Appendix 2: How to boost local authority funds for low carbon
transport for more details.
Implement a public transport payroll levy of employers. This is the levy that has
enabled a renaissance of trams in France. It should be entirely used to fund climatefriendly transport.

Level 4: Additional actions local authorities need to lobby government to do at national level




Stop wasting money on building roads. Local authorities should lobby government to
stop building roads and thereby making the Climate Emergency worse, and instead
spend it on the things recommended in this briefing that help tackle the Climate
Emergency and to build-back-better and greener from Covid-19. See also Appendix 1:
How to fight off road building plans.
Amend the Bus Services Act 2017 to allow all local authorities to franchise bus
services and to set up municipally owned bus companies. The current act that was
intended to facilitate bus franchising is not fit for purpose and no local authority has yet
been able to implement its measures. All non-Metro local authorities should make a
case to the Westminster government for immediate powers to regulate the bus services
in their areas. It also needs a re-vamp to make franchising of buses very
straightforward, with the intention that this should rapidly become the default mode of
bus operation everywhere. Furthermore, although bus franchising, as operated in
London, appears capable of halving leakage of public money as shareholder dividends,
there are still large amounts of money that could be saved and reinvested in better bus
services if the system was run on a not-for-dividend basis under the direct control of
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the local transport authority. Unfortunately the current Act bans local authorities from
setting up their own bus companies, even though this is the norm in most European
cities. It should, as is the norm across Europe, enable all local authorities to exclude all
commercial operators and instead operate their local bus services through a not-forprofit publicly owned company that can maximise investment in local services. With bus
operators on their uppers due to Covid-19 public ownership of bus operations could be
achieved very cost effectively at present. See also Appendix 3: How to take control of
your local buses to get decent services.
Set a national planning framework that ensures that development only occurs where
there is excellent public transport or where it can be provided. The August 2020
government White Paper, Planning for the Future33, announced the government’s
intention to speed up planning processes and give higher priority to house building. It
strikingly fails to address the imperative to only allow new housing development where
there is excellent public transport to a complete range of employment, shops and
facilities. It also fails to recognise that all new housing developments should be within
walking and cycling distance of local centres that offer local employment and meet
everyday shopping needs and basic requirements, and to be designed in ways that
encourage active travel and discourage car travel. Local authorities should lobby central
government to ensure that addressing climate change is a priority of the planning
system and that it integrates transport with landuse planning. For example it should
give priority to these locational and design criteria, so that new developments create
travel patterns that help tackle Climate Emergency rather than make it worse.
Set lower national34 speed limits. Local authorities should lobby government to reduce
all nationally-set speed limits to cut carbon emissions. A climate-friendly set of speed
limits could look something like those listed below:
 A national speed limit in all built up areas of 20mph. In urban areas, 20mph is
rapidly becoming the norm, and the General Assembly of the United Nations has
endorsed 20mph as the desirable global speed limit in built-up areas35. The 20’s
Plenty campaign logically points out36 that ‘It is no longer acceptable to have a
national 30mph limit and expect local authorities to do all the work to change local
limits to the accepted global standard’.
 A national single carriageway speed limit of 50mph where there is width for a full
vehicle-width lane in each direction. Lower limits of 40mph or 30mph on narrower
roads, with a 20mph limit on single-track country lanes. Many small country roads
and lanes have a completely inappropriate national speed limit of 60mph. Even on
more major roads, local authorities go to much trouble and expense to reduce
limits where 60mph is inappropriate, such as on approaches to villages or narrower
stretches of road. Derbyshire has in effect introduced 50mph on most stretches of
non-urban roads within local control. But at present, local authorities have to
nominate all the local roads on which they wish to reduce speed limits, introduce a
‘Traffic Regulation Order’ (TRO) to cover all those roads and put up special speed
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limit signs. This is bureaucratic and expensive. It would be cheaper and more
efficient for government to make the default limit 50mph.
 A maximum single carriageway limit in national park areas and Areas of
Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB) of 40mph. It is unreasonable for 60mph to be
the default limit in National Parks and Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty, which
are sensitive to disturbance from traffic noise and should be places everyone can
safely enjoy on foot or on a bike. The 40mph limits could be introduced alongside
increased park-and-ride and other public transport improvements, to encourage
mode shift for the climate, for tranquillity and for amenity value.
 On dual carriageways, Highways England’s intended trials of 60mph limits37 on
sections of motorway with bad local air quality should be made universal on all dual
carriageway roads and strictly enforced for climate reasons, with a lower limit of
50mph or less in congested areas, polluted areas, national parks and AONBs. This
would cut at least 15% of the carbon emissions from traffic on those roads38.
These measures are commensurate with the scale and urgency of the Climate
Emergency and can be communicated as such39. In addition, government guidance to
local authorities on setting local speed limits should recommend reduced local speed
limits on grounds of climate change amelioration, which it presently fails to do40.
 Establish a national e-bike purchase grant scheme of the kind that has boosted e-bike
uptake in other countries.
 Establish and financially support an e-bike industrial strategy to ensure that the above
support for e-bikes results in manufacturing of e-bikes in England. The Bicycle
Association have pointed to the need for and the potential of a publicly funded ‘E-bike
Valley’ cluster covering research, development and manufacture. Many areas of
England have suitable transferable skills from traditional strengths in automotive
manufacture and other engineering and e-bikes are already manufactured in the UK41.
 Tackle the unsustainable growth in delivery vans by a levy on deliveries, regulate to
consolidate deliveries and maximise use of publicly owned delivery services
Home deliveries have burgeoned during Covid-19, and with them van delivery traffic.
The many different companies providing deliveries make for a system that is inefficient,
and bad for congestion, clean air and the climate. Two lines of action are required:
 A levy on deliveries should be introduced to stimulate more efficient operation,
curtail the growth in van traffic, and invest in alternatives42. An added benefit is
putting high street shops onto a more level playing field with online companies that
don’t pay high street business rates and rents.
 Consolidation should be mandated for parcel deliveries (not food deliveries). Loads
should be combined to be delivered at the same time to the same neighbourhoods.
Funds from the delivery levy should be used to set up local micro-consolidation
centres for delivery of the ‘last mile’ by zero emission vehicles, such as electrically
assisted cargo bikes. For maximum efficiency, and minimum traffic, the ‘last mile’
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should be consolidated to a single carrier. Because this will create a local monopoly,
it will be logical to use a not-for-dividend publicly owned carrier for the ‘last mile’.
Further information to support first steps by local authorities
The actions outlined above could be complemented by other changes outlined in nine more
detailed Transport and Climate Change Briefing Papers by Transport for Quality of Life, upon
which this document is based.
The Local Government Association have also produced a series of 7 briefings on
Decarbonising Transport, https://www.local.gov.uk/decarbonising-transport developed by
the University of Leeds. These outline actions that can help avoid travel, shift journeys onto
public transport and active travel, and help improve the technology used to emit less
carbon.








Getting carbon ambition right
The role of buses
Accelerating the uptake of electric vehicles
Climate smart parking policies
The role of land use, localisation and accessibility
Travelling less and the role of online opportunities
Growing cycle use
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Table: Summary of actions for Local Authorities to tackle climate damage from transport
Actions for Local Authorities to tackle climate
damage from transport
Level 1 – should do
Establish a network of remote working hubs
Make emergency active travel infrastructure
permanent
Free/cheap e-bikes for key workers and jobseekers
Lower speed limits
Cancel local spending on road building and
redirect to public transport and active travel
Re-regulate and improve bus services (Metro
areas)
Amend local plans and develop only where
excellent public transport
Set a carbon budget for transport and traffic
reduction targets
Stop subsidising or encouraging free parking
Stop cutting bus services
Level 2 – should do to show leadership
Initiate a town trial of free public transport
Implement a local pay-per-mile Eco Levy
Introduce guaranteed service frequency
standards in rural areas
Pilot affordable e-bikes for everyone
Showcase longer distance cycleways
Become a demonstration town for e-cargo
bikes
Level 3 – require more powers and funding
Re-regulate buses (non Metro areas) and
operate own bus services (all areas)
Trial Swiss style timetabling
Institute a visitor levy
Implement a public transport payroll levy
Level 4 - national lobbying required
Stop wasting money on building roads and
redirect to public transport and active travel
Amend the bus services act to allow
franchising and municipal bus companies
Set a national planning framework that
ensures development only where excellent
public transport
Lower national speed limits
Establish a national e-bike purchase scheme
Establish an e-bike industrial strategy
Introduce a levy on deliveries

LA
powers

Cost

Public
support

Toxic air
benefits

Physical
health
benefits































































































































Key: Green = existing powers or low cost; yellow = medium cost; orange = no powers or high cost. =some
support or benefits; =medium support or benefits; =high support or benefits
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10.

Conclusion

There is no opt-out from climate change. If we don’t like the steps that are necessary to
prevent it, and fail to act, the cost both to us and future generations will be enormous. But if
we can find an effective path to cut carbon emissions from transport over the next 10 years,
the benefits are large.
Many of the actions proposed in this briefing are win-win-win: for the economy, for quality
of life, and for the environment. The radical policies advocated in this paper would not only
help to ensure that future generations have a planet that is worth living on. They will also
give us air that is clean to breathe, and neighbourhoods that are quieter, greener, nicer
places to spend time. They will make us healthier. They will give us new tram networks,
green buses and cycle-ways that make it easier for all of us to get around our towns, cities
and rural areas. And they will generate high-value jobs that will be sustained in the long
term because they are founded in the essential and inevitable transition to a climatefriendly industrial base and green economy.
The biggest winners will be those who are worst off now: older people, children, and low
income households (nearly half of which don’t have access to a car). Cars will not disappear.
But we will use them much less often, because other means of transport will be more
efficient, affordable and attractive.
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Appendix 1: How to fight off road building plans
Why is fighting road building needed?
Building new roads has enormous environmental impacts: it increases carbon emissions through
construction and increasing the speed and amount of traffic; it has devastating impacts on wildlife
and their habitats as well as on aesthetically and culturally valuable areas; and ultimately increases
air pollution and noise. New roads don’t solve congestion (except very temporarily); they make it
worse by creating new traffic. There is very weak or no evidence of the economic benefits of road
building and it scores very low in terms of job creation compared to other infrastructure projects.
It is also a waste of money. While new roads are generally funded by government or local growth
funds, local councils are putting in £1.2 billion in match funding for local A-roads as well as picking up
maintenance costs of these new roads, at a time when many councils are cutting vital services.

What is involved?
There are different types of road with different funding sources and planning requirements. Each of
these has key stages of approval, so find out which stage they are at by asking the relevant authority.
The main types of road and planning requirements are shown below. See FoE’s campaigners guide to
planning applications and the Campaign for Better Transport guide to Nationally Significant
Infrastructure process to help you understand the planning process and respond.
Developer

Type of
road
Strategic
Road
Network or
trunk roads

Funding

Planning requirements

Roads Investment
Strategy (RIS2): 48
schemes in England

Local
Highways
Authority

Local Aroads

Local
Highways
Authority

Local roads

DfT Major Roads
Network (MRN)/Large
Local Majors (LLM).
Additional funding
needed from councils
Housing Infrastructure
Fund; Local Enterprise
Partnerships’ Local
Growth Funds; and
developer contributions

Classed as Nationally Significant
Infrastructure Projects which are examined
by the Planning Inspectorate and
determined by the Secretary of State for
Communities and Local Government.
Will need planning permission from local
planning authority. If the proposal is
significant or controversial it may be ‘called
in’ by the Secretary of State and go through
a planning enquiry.
Will need planning permission from local
planning authority. If the proposal is
significant or controversial it may be ‘called
in’ by the Secretary of State and go through
a planning enquiry.

Highways
England

Check the Campaign for Better Transport’s (CBT) detailed Campaigners Guide to stopping damaging
roads on for how to mobilise, make a plan, set up a campaign, raise funds and get help. They advise
that forming coalition or alliances is key to success, as well as engaging at an early stage before key
decisions have been made.
The CBT’s useful guide to the NSIP process also has good advice from campaigners to always give
good quality evidence, not opinions; to look for their weak points; suspend trust; and to check if
things have changed during the case.

What to check/challenge


Need for the road – what are the aims of the road and is there good evidence the road is
needed to address these?
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Alternatives investigated – according to DfT guidance there should be an ‘option generation’
stage which considers “all modes, infrastructure, regulation, pricing and other ways of
influencing behaviour” to address a defined problem. In practice this is rarely done.
The environmental impacts – check the Environmental Assessment for the scheme for:
o Carbon impacts – this is important particularly with many councils declaring climate
emergencies and adopting climate targets.
o Air quality impacts – with may local authorities in breach of air quality legal limits, new
roads often make air pollution worse in the short term by increasing congestion during
construction and by the growth in traffic
o Other environmental impacts – and whether the road will impact on national or local sites
of ecological, heritage cultural or aesthetic significance

Use Freedom of Information Regulations via Whatdotheyknow to request information not published.

Examples of recent campaigns and success stories







There are several campaigns against national trunk road schemes including The A27 Arundel
Bypass which will seriously damage precious countryside and degrade the beauty of the South
Downs; The A303, which would cause irreparable damage to Stonehenge World Heritage Site;
the A38 in Derby, which would fell numerous trees and impact on a park; and The A5036 Port of
Liverpool Access Road which will destroy the integrity and value of Rimrose Valley country park.
As well as fighting these on a case by case basis, there is currently a legal challenge against the
government’s national roads programme led by TAN, which is expected in Autumn 2020.
A campaign against the Newport M4 corridor in Wales including detailed representations at the
public inquiry resulted in the Welsh Government refusing permission for the scheme. An
analysis of the benefits of public transport and active travel alternatives showed these would
not only significantly outscore the proposed road but would cost less than half to deliver. A new
South East Wales Commission is currently reviewing options to reduce congestion.
Plans for a Hereford bypass and Southern link road schemes, approved in 2018, were put on
hold following a local campaign and election of a new coalition administration for the county
council. The review is expected to report in 2020 with local campaigners lobbying for better
alternatives.

What support is there for stopping road building?




Public attitude surveys show that in 2020 the majority of people (73%) were very/fairly
concerned about damage of road building to the countryside
Polling in June 2020 for the Conservative Environment Network on ‘Support for a Green
Recovery’ found that only 9% of the public support prioritising road building in their area and
only 18% support prioritising the creation of new jobs through road construction
The Committee on Climate Change has called on the government to switch its RIS2 funding to
broadband instead

Who can help?



Transport Action Network (TAN) – supporting transport campaigners across the country. Get in
touch if you need help or advice on how to tackle a damaging new road in your area.
FoE Climate Action Groups – a network of groups across the country

Further resources




Campaign for Better Transport’s Campaigners Guide to stopping damaging roads
Greenpeace has a petition to stop building roads and provide affordable, accessible and
sustainable travel options
Extinction Rebellion’s (XR) Highways to Hell briefing
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Appendix 2: How to boost local authority funds for low carbon transport
Why is local funding needed?
Drastic cuts in central UK government funding over the last decade have led to cuts in local transport
services and spending. At the same time local authorities find it hard to get government funding for
measures that can cut transport carbon, such as the Leeds Supertram. To make matters worse
government’s capital funding for transport is now largely funnelled through unaccountable Local
Enterprise Partnerships who tend to prioritise road schemes. Lastly there is little revenue funding to
help pay for design, development and ongoing maintenance of schemes or operation of services.
Local authorities don’t have the range of revenue raising powers seen in other parts of the world.
But some cities have used existing powers to help fund local transport improvements while helping
cut congestion and traffic pollution.

What sources of local funding are there?
Currently there are only a handful of local funding sources for local authorities: Council Tax, parking
revenue, and developer contributions (Section 106 and Community Infrastructure Levy) are the most
commonly used. Less commonly used are road charging and a Workplace Parking Levy (WPL). This
paper focuses on the latter plus a couple of new and promising measures: municipal bonds and a
visitor lodging levy, that can raise funds for local low carbon transport.

What are Local Authority powers?








Road charging – under the Transport Act 2000 local road charges can be introduced in England,
Wales and Scotland by local transport authorities. Any revenue must be reinvested in transport
improvement measures. the charging scheme can only apply to local authority roads and must
support the local transport plan. The procedure involved in making a charging scheme is
straightforward: the charging authority makes an Order for a scheme, detailing the roads and
class of vehicles to be charged, the levels of charge and the duration of the scheme. There is no
requirement to obtain approval from the Secretary of State. There is no legal requirement to
publicly consult, although that would usually be expected. If a consultation is intended, that
should be about the best way for the charge to operate, not about whether it will happen.
These powers can be used to implement a distance-based Eco-Levy as well as charges for Clean
Air Zones. Government guidance sets out the requirements for a charging Clean Air Zone, with
any revenue ring-fenced for improvements in air quality.
Workplace Parking Levy – under the Transport Act 2000 and Transport (Scotland) Bill councils
in England, Wales and Scotland, have the power to introduce a parking levy, charging employers
for parking spaces they provide staff. In England and Wales introduction of a workplace parking
levy must be approved by the Secretary of State for Transport.
Municipal bonds – the UK Municipal Bonds Agency, established in 2016, is owned by some 56
shareholding local authorities. It aims to facilitate the issuing of bonds by smaller local
authorities, and is intended to offer a lower rate of interest than the Public Works Loan Board in
the long term. It has the potential to issue green bonds that can be used to finance local
transport improvements.
Visitor Lodging Levy – although used in many countries to fund local improvements, there is no
mechanism currently in place to allow local authorities to charge tourists and other visitors, so
changes in legislation would be needed. The Scottish Parliament are seriously considering
enabling legislation to allow Scottish councils to implement one. It would be highly applicable to
many cities, National Parks, seaside towns and other areas of the UK that receive significant
numbers of leisure or business visitors.
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Which Local Authorities are doing it or planning on doing it?










Durham’s Congestion Charge – introduced in 2002, charges motorists £2 for entering its historic
centre, with exemptions for residents and businesses in the area. It reduced traffic by 85%
when it was introduced. Although it is a low charge, only covers a very small area and revenue is
small, it helps fund the Cathedral Bus and manages demand on a small scale.
London’s Congestion Charge – introduced in 2003, resulted in large reductions in traffic
entering the charging zone during hours of operation. In 2019/20 revenue from the congestion
charge was £247 million. London’s Low Emission Zone was the first clean air charging scheme
and has since introduced a separate Ultra Low Emission Zone. Glasgow has also introduced a
Clean Air Zone while many other towns and cities are considering it.
Nottingham Workplace Parking Levy (WPL) – introduced in 2012, is an annual charge (£424 per
parking place in 2020/21) for employers with 11 or more spaces (with exemptions for disabled
parking and emergency services). The award-winning levy has raised around £9m each year,
enabling the city to raise funding to extend its tram network, to redevelop the railway station
and for the UK’s first all-electric park and ride. It has reduced congestion and increased
commuting by sustainable modes. Many other councils are considering a similar charge.
Municipal bonds – the UK Municipal Bonds Agency issued its first bond, a £350 million issuance,
to Lancashire County Council in early 2020. In Sweden local authorities use green bonds to
finance clean transportation such as electric buses and improvements to the regional train
network. The UKMBA could establish a similar green bond.
Edinburgh Visitor Levy – in early 2019 Edinburgh Council voted in favour of a transient visitor
levy (TVL). The proposals include a £2-per-night charge for the first week of a stay and would
apply to all accommodation. It is estimated the levy could raise between £11.6m and £14.6m
per year in Edinburgh, part of which would be spent on improving public transport. Birmingham
is also considering a £1 tourist levy during the Commonwealth Games in 2022, and many other
cities have called for powers to charge visitors.

What public support is there for this?






Politicians are reluctant to introduce new charges because of concern they will be unpopular.
But there is evidence to suggest that once people have experienced a road pricing scheme and
see that it works, their support for it increases.
Public acceptance increases if road pricing is linked to other measures that improve alternatives
to driving. 61% support road pricing if revenue is used to improve public transport. A 2019
survey by the RAC found 57% drivers would use their cars less if public transport was better.
60% of people supported road user charging at the 2020 Low Carbon Vehicle Partnership
(LowCVP) annual conference
Before Nottingham’s WPL was introduced 60% of local businesses surveyed said they would
relocate some activities as a result, but after it was introduced there was no evidence of any
relocation or adverse impacts on business.
The Edinburgh TVL was supported by 85% of 2,500 people surveyed, as well as a smaller
majority of Edinburgh businesses and accommodation providers.

Who can help?
We Own It and the Campaign for Better Transport

Further resources
House of Commons Briefing (2018) Local Road Charges and (2020) Road pricing
House of Commons Briefing (2020) Local government in England: capital finance
Defra and DfT (2020) Clean Air Zone Framework. Principles for setting up Clean Air Zones in England
Centre for Cities (2017) Funding and financing inclusive growth in cities
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Appendix 3: How to take control of your local buses to get decent services
Why franchise your bus network?
Bus services are a vital public service. They are important economically: more people commute to
work by bus than all other forms of public transport combined. They are important socially: nearly
half of households on the lowest incomes do not have access to a car. And they are important
environmentally: reducing congestion and carbon by taking cars off the road.
Deregulation of buses outside London in 1986 means that individual bus operators, rather than local
transport authorities, decide their own routes, timetables, tickets and standards, allowing them to
cherry-pick the most profitable routes and drop less busy routes. In most parts of England there are
now multiple bus operators with a confusing array of tickets, sparse or zero service coverage in some
areas, expensive fares, and limited connectivity with other transport services. Local authorities,
stripped of their regulatory powers and no longer able to cross-subsidise socially valuable services
from the most profitable routes, have to pay bus companies to fill in those gaps.
And on top of this, in recent years cuts to local authority budgets have decimated the additional bus
services local authorities previously contracted to support their local communities and economies.
Evidence from Campaign for Better Transport estimated that funding for bus services in England has
fallen by more than £162m (43%) between 2009/10 and 20118/19 and over 3,000 bus services have
been reduced, altered or withdrawn. There has been a large decline in bus journeys per capita in
many areas.
Under bus franchising, bus operators are only allowed to run bus services where these are
contracted by the local transport authority. This enables local authorities to provide coordinated,
comprehensive bus-tram-train networks, with simple integrated ticketing, lower fares and more
frequent services. At present, it is impossible in most places to make a business case for a new tram
line because without bus re-regulation the private bus companies will run in competition against it
rather than complement the tram line by providing feeder services to its stations. Under franchising
regulations, private companies can still provide bus services but local authorities decide the routes,
timetables, tickets and standards. Crucially, the local authorities take the fare revenue to invest
profits from prime routes into socially and economically valuable services, putting an end to the bus
operators’ windfall profits following deregulation. By enabling efficient provision of a comprehensive
public transport system, bus franchising is a key step towards a transport system fit for the Climate
Emergency.

What are Local Authority powers?
Under the Bus Services Act 2017 franchising powers are only available automatically to Mayoral
Combined Authorities (MCAs) and Cornwall (as part of its devolution deal).
Other local transport authorities (County Councils and Unitary Councils) have a two-step process.
First regulations must be made to give them franchising powers, and then they need the consent of
the Secretary of State for Transport before they can begin to use the new powers and start the
franchising process. There are a number of criteria that an authority must satisfy to be granted
franchising powers. Although harder for two tier authorities, it is still possible for them to put in
place arrangements through a shared vision and approach for local bus services.
Amendments to the Bus Services Act are required to enable more local authorities to take on
franchising powers (e.g. as consortiums) and to simplify and clarify the currently onerous
requirements. In addition government should set up a central bus franchising team to drive the
transition process, and funding to support local authorities make the step change improvement in
bus services that can help meet local carbon targets.
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Which Local Authorities are doing it or planning on doing it?
The UK is unique in Europe in having a deregulated system for its buses. London is currently the only
place in the UK which regulates its buses and is responsible for more than half of all of bus journeys
in England. City regions (MCAs) that are seriously considering franchising include:
 Greater Manchester City Region: the first city-region to consult on a proposed bus franchising
scheme in January 2020 following a detailed assessment completed in 2019. Further detailed
work is now being done on the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic on the future bus market.
 Liverpool City Region: franchising emerged as the leading option in 2020 following two-years of
work, including a year-long “Big Bus Debate”.
 Sheffield City Region: The 2020 South Yorkshire Bus Review recommended that the process of
franchising should be investigated and considered by June 2023.

What is involved?
Government guidance sets out the costly and lengthy process that any authority must follow before
it can introduce bus franchising in its area, which consists of five key stages:
 Preparation of an assessment or business case for the proposed franchising scheme
 Consultation and engagement
 Responding to the consultation and, making and publishing the scheme
 Transition, including staff transfers; and
 Implementation, including the operation of the service permit scheme.
The first assessment step must compare franchising with other options (such as bus partnerships)
and requires assessment of the strategic, economic, financial, commercial and management cases
for franchising. It must also be independently audited. MCAs and other authorities will need to
demonstrate, amongst other things, their capability to deliver, as well as their track record in
delivering transport improvements and plans to make a difference for passengers.

What does it cost?
The present rules for shifting to bus franchising oblige local authorities to invest significant upfront
funding and resources in order to undertake a comprehensive business case process. For example
Liverpool City Region spent over £700,000 for a draft assessment of options with additional
resources required for a final assessment, plus an independent audit and consultation. Significant
investment is also likely to be needed to improve bus services and upgrade the fleet, since one of
the purposes of shifting to franchising is to make bus services better. In the case of the Liverpool City
Region this means delivering their Vision for Bus. Management of the entire process also requires
resources, but some of this, like route and network planning, simply shift from bus operators to the
local authority, and avoids duplication across bus companies. Liverpool City Region estimated that
additional cumulative funding of between £250m to £1,500m over the 18 year appraisal period
would be needed, although, it should be noted that most of that would comprise investment in
cleaner buses and enhanced networks. Manchester also estimated additional funding of £122
million would be needed for the first 5 years (plus an additional 57 staff) but after that it was
forecast to generate a surplus for the City Region. Despite the upfront costs, the economic
assessments for both city regions found that franchising was hugely positive taking a longer-term
financial and economic view, even before taking into account the immediate social, health and
environmental benefits.
These upfront costs and requirements are challenging for MCAs, let alone for the smaller authorities.
However as CBT guidance points out, a local authority could franchise a small section of its bus
network such as an important route or a bundle of routes. Nevertheless long term funding and
support is needed from government to allow all local authorities to franchise their buses.
Government should recognise that bus franchising and public ownership of bus services (see below)
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should be the default system, because this is what is required to ‘build-back-better’ from Covid-19 to
create a bus service fit for the Climate Emergency.

What about bus partnership schemes?
The Bus Services Act also provides another tool to improve bus services known as an Enhanced
Partnership Scheme (EPS), a non-compulsory agreement between willing operators and cities.
Although an improvement on deregulation, an EPS provides far fewer powers than franchising as
this useful comparison of franchising vs EPS shows. Both Liverpool and Manchester’s assessments
showed that franchising provides far more benefits than partnership arrangements.

What about public ownership of bus services schemes?
In most major European cities, bus services are wholly or partly operated under public ownership.
Some publicly owned bus companies still exist in the UK, but the Bus Services Act 2017 explicitly
bans local authorities from setting up new ones. Yet council-owned Reading Buses estimate that
£3m per year is retained and invested by the council in more bus services rather than being
extracted from the area as profits for shareholders of private bus companies. Franchising does not
remove profit leakage entirely but makes it easy to switch routes to public operation when a
franchise contract expires. But this requires changes to the law to allow local authorities to set up
their own bus companies, as well as the right, as is already specified under European law, to switch
those routes to publicly owned operation without compulsory competitive tendering.

What public support is there for this?
The response to Greater Manchester’s consultation (over 8,000 responses) shows overwhelming
support for franchising from 83% of the public, 87% of statutory consultees, as well as commercial
bus operators not yet operating in the city, unions, academic institutions, action groups, disabled
groups, the Equality and Human Rights Commission, elected representatives, environmental,
heritage, amenity and community groups. The majority of challenges to the proposed franchising
scheme came from the incumbent bus operators.
By contrast many non-incumbent bus operators are very supportive of bus franchising. Although in
theory the bus market is competitive, in reality most bus services are now provided by five large
companies who rarely compete against each other, and are effectively local monopolies. Given the
even larger subsidies to bus operators during the Covid pandemic, now would be the ideal time to
take back public control of the bus network.

Who can help?
We Own It
Transport Action Network (TAN)
Campaign for Better Transport
Better Buses for Greater Manchester

Further resources
Transport for Quality of Life (2016) Building a World Class Bus System for Britain
Department for Transport (2017) The Bus Services Act 2017. New powers and opportunities
Department for Transport (2017) The Bus Services Act 2017 Franchising Scheme Guidance
Campaign for Better Transport (2018) Three stages to better bus services using the Bus Services Act
Urban Transport Group (2015) Bus franchising
Local Government Association (2020) Decarbonising transport – the role of buses
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Appendix 4
Copenhagen region of Denmark showing the cycle superhighway network

Key: Coloured lines show routes into Copenhagen that are already completed; black solid lines show routes
that are planned and have funding; black dotted lines show routes that are planned but not yet funded.

This map shows the cycle superhighway programme that is under way in the Capital
Region of Denmark. Copenhagen and the surrounding municipalities are working together
to build nearly 750km of long distance Cycle Superhighways radiating up to 40km from
Copenhagen.
The growing popularity of e-bikes is one reason why these routes, designed for
commuters, are proving so successful. On the routes completed so far 25% of users
previously drove and the average bike commute distance is 15km.
Belgium, the Netherlands and Germany are also starting to build long-distance cycle
superhighways radiating from their main towns.
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